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Supe up bar top revenues 
with this stellar package

Printed on Recycled Paper.

John Daley, Director of Video Poker

It can be challenging to balance customer service and revenues 
in the world of bar top gaming. Players often feel they can’t find their 
favorite multi-hand game. Or if they do, it’s a lone machine that is 
already occupied by another player. Operators face the slippery slope 
of diminishing returns when trying to stock the bar tops with new and 
varied games. The cost to provide free drinks for patrons is already high 
enough to prohibit a drastic increase in your daily fees. 

Super Star Poker™ was specifically designed to address these 
challenges. It targets bar and tavern locations to increase overall income 

and patronage. You 
will get more action, 
enabling you to take 
better care of your 
high-value players 
by providing the 
personal interaction 
that distinguishes the 
bar top environment 
from the rest of your 
floor. We’ve also 
developed pricing 
based on a unique 
and affordable site 
licensing program 
designed exclusively 
for bar top units.

With a game to 
satisfy every kind of 
player, Super Star 
Poker™ offers the 

most robust combination of themes ever offered on one chip. Included 
are an assortment of popular multi-hand games (Triple Play Draw Poker®, 
Super Times Pay® Poker, Ultimate X Poker™ and Spin Poker™), the 
best of Game King® single-hand poker, blackjack and six different keno 
games (including Caveman Keno®, Super Way, Four Card and Multi-Card 
Keno®). This package also offers six popular video slots including the 
performance giants Wolf Run® Video Slots and Coyote Moon® Video 
Slots – never before seen in a multi-game.

Super Star Poker™ premiered at G2E in November 2009 and is 
already receiving high early performance numbers and interest from all 
over the country. Contact me directly at John.Daley@IGT.com or speak 
to your Video Poker Product Specialist if you’d like more information. If 
you want to play it for yourself, go to www.VideoPokerForCasinos.com
and take it for a “test drive” today.
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Sal Lambert, Video Poker Product Specialist

It’s April 2010 and the National Indian Gaming 
Association’s annual tradeshow and convention is back in 
the most beautiful place in the world, not to mention my 
hometown, sunny San Diego, Calif. And what’s not to like? 
During the day, walk the convention floor to get informed, 
do some networking or attend a workshop. Then enjoy 
fine dining, entertainment and shopping in San Diego’s 
Historic Gaslamp district by night.

With so much to see and do, make plans now to stop 
by the IGT Video Poker booth and see the great themes 
we have this year. And visit www.IndianGaming.org and 
www.gaslamp.org for more details on the convention and 
entertainment options during your visit.

Super Star Poker™
With a name that says it all, this game features some of 

the most successful IGT themes ever created. Super Star 
Poker™ is designed to boost win and player satisfaction 
in bars, taverns and high-limit rooms. The suite combines 
top multi- and single-hand video poker, keno and 
blackjack games, and is the much-anticipated debut of 
video slot giants Coyote Moon® and Wolf Run® in a game 
package. Super Star Poker™ solves the challenge of too 
few machines with not enough game play options. With 
so many choices available on multiple machines, patrons 
will never have to wait to play their favorite games again, 
increasing player loyalty and revenues for properties 
that take advantage of the Super Star Poker™ package.  
Knowing that price per machine is one of the reasons 
operators are not able to offer more of these games, 
we’ve developed a unique site license pricing model 
based on the number of programs installed.

Contact your Video Poker Product Specialist for 
more information.

Five Star Poker™
Representing real value to operators and players, 

this is a compilation of successful multi-hand games now 
available for the first time in single-hand versions. This 
suite brings popular and proven games to a new video 
poker playing audience: players who appreciate the 
entertainment value of more time on the machine for their 
gaming dollars. These exciting games with lower wagers 
(minimum wager of six credits rather than 18) represent 
an easy and economical way to introduce new games. 
Many will even want more action and decide to play the 
multi-hand games. IGT Video Poker’s new lower daily-
fee price point per game brings economical value to 
operators, too. 

Double Super Times Pay Poker™
Super Times Pay® Poker is one of the most successful 

video poker games in recent years, and the first 
incremental betting game overwhelmingly accepted by 
video poker players. Now for a seventh credit buy-in, 
players are rewarded with double the excitement of the 
original game: a second multiplier on the draw. If the 
game awards multipliers on both the deal and the draw, 
they are combined – up to 20X – and applied to any win.  
Players already understand and enjoy the game strategy 
and seek the excitement of the randomly appearing 
multiplier – hoping for a 10X. Double Super Times Pay 
Poker™ is a high octane variation on this known game 
strategy with twice the multiplier frequency (one every 
eight hands, on average) resulting in higher awards and 
more satisfied patrons. 

Fifty Play Draw Poker™ with Super Times Pay® Poker
and Hundred Play Draw Poker™ with Super Times 
Pay® Poker

Achieve new levels of performance by adding these 
themes or refresh existing Fifty Play Draw Poker™ and 
Hundred Play Draw Poker™ machines. Players enjoy the 
frequent 2X-10X multipliers of Super Times Pay®, now 
available on our mega multi-hands. Adding this feature 
creates a consistent gaming experience enhanced with 
an exciting new game play challenge. They are perfect 
themes for both new and veteran video poker players. 
Chip configurations feature the original multi-hand game 
and the new Super Times Pay® Poker version, so both can 
be played on the same box.

Indian Gaming 2010 
by the beach
Indian gaming industry’s premier 
event back in San Diego
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Greg Brown, Chief Marketing Officer of VideoPoker.com

VideoPoker.com has developed an easy-to-
implement program that gives visitors to your Web site an 
opportunity to play video poker. This program, succinctly 
labeled “Add a Game”, gives your players a chance to 
practice and play for fun before they visit your casino and 
play for real. More than 15 casinos have implemented this 
free service with positive results since it launched several 
months ago. 

Customized program is fast and easy
You choose the game, game families, and associated 

paytables you’d like to feature on your site. Typically, the 
game you choose is one that’s new to your casino floor. 
VideoPoker.com developers assemble the game based 
on your specifications. Once your custom game has 
been configured – which only takes a few days – simple 
code is sent to your Webmaster or IT contact for page 
implementation. Other than adding the code and creating 
a link to the game play page, there’s very little work for 
your marketing and/or IT department. It is a fast and easy 
set up.

Once your game link is ready, send an e-mail to your 
player database announcing the free online playable  
game. Create additional dialogue with your players while

  

 
 
informing them of all the fresh and exciting new games 
you’ve put on your floor and Web site.

Big benefits
Adding an authentic video poker game to your Web 

site gives visitors a reason to come back and spend more 
time on your site. On average, people spend close to 10 
minutes playing these games when they visit. That’s 10 
valuable minutes to engage with your customer. Since the 
game play area takes up only a portion of a Web page, 
there is plenty of room to promote offers and market 
directly to video poker enthusiasts. 

Providing an opportunity to play for free helps drive 
casino traffic and play. Although very fun and exciting, 
some of the newer video poker games require an 
additional ‘buy-a-pay’ wager for the bonus feature and/
or have multiple lines. It can be expensive to practice and 
learn a game when real money is at stake. Giving players a 
chance to play without any risk gives them an opportunity 
to become more familiar and comfortable with a game. 
The end results are entertained and excited customers 
who want to play for real – at your casino.

 
Zero cost

If you’ve added at least 12 new Action Gaming 
products to your floor, Add a Game is available at no cost 
 

Add a Game and add up the benefits
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Free program increases Web site and casino traffic



 
 
to you – other than the minimal time and effort required to 
integrate the game link into your site. We are often asked why 
we offer this as a free service. It’s simple: our success depends on 
your success. And featuring a game on your Web site is another 
opportunity for video poker players to become interested and 
excited about our games. 

You can start today
We’ve developed an automated system that allows you to 

choose your game, game families, and paytables by filling out a 
simple form on our Web site, VideoPokerForCasinos.com/Build.

Once you fill out the form, we’ll get your game link ready 
within just a few days.

Our automated, Web-based system doesn’t list all game 
choices, so if there’s a game you’d like to feature and it’s not 
included on the Web form, please ask.

And if you’d like to review 
the Add a Game program before 
getting started, we can build a 
simple mock-up that shows how
a game might look on your 
Web site. Just let us know which 
game you’d prefer to feature.

Please e-mail me directly at 
Greg.Brown@VideoPoker.com
or contact your IGT Video Poker 
Product Specialist if you have 
questions or would like 
more information.

Add a Game and add up the benefits
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Video poker 
gets top 
priority at 
Colusa
Sal Lambert, Video Poker Product Specialist

There is a dynamic new management 
team at the Colusa Casino Resort located 
in Colusa, Calif. Comprised of Kevin Parker, 
Director of Sales; Shaun Bisiaux, SRM; and 
Anthony Williams, SRS; the team members 
called to let me know they were ready to talk 
about the advantages of a stellar video poker 
offering.

The new team believed the Colusa 
gaming floor lacked a video poker and keno 
offering. Historically, the property focused 
on ensuring the best and newest video and 
spinning reel products were available. From 
an operator’s perspective, Kevin and his team 
believed they had a unique opportunity to 
capitalize on an underrepresented game 
segment for their guests. And they couldn’t 
have been more right. Video poker patrons 
happen to be some of the most loyal 
customers.

After meeting with Kevin and his team, 
we agreed the new dedicated area would 
consist of a combination of the newest 
Game King® suites 5.0 and 6.0 along with 
the keno-heavy, Game King® 4.0 series. 
Rounding out the plan was a mix of exciting 
and diverse Action Gaming themes. 
(Continued on page 7)
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Harnessing the power of the 
Video Poker online community
Shannon Bloom, Video Poker Product Specialist

The Video Poker player online community has been 
growing and evolving for a long time. It has a rich culture of 
camaraderie with individuals and groups in various regions 
across the country blogging and posting a variety of gaming 
information on the Web. Topics such as ‘best games to play’, 
‘best strategies to play’ and ‘where to play’ are among the 
posts.  

As an operator, it’s useful to get the word on the street, so 
to speak, from real players directly. Checking in on a few key 
sites can yield valuable player insights about your property and 
the competition. Are you missing a popular theme? Do you 
need more higher denomination games?  Is ‘Casino X’ edging 
you out in bartop offerings? 

Because Video Poker is a skill-based game, players are 
always looking for new ways to educate themselves and gain 
an edge on strategy. The same unique nature that makes these 
players fiercely loyal customers also makes it a group that 
seeks to share and compare resources. The Web is the perfect 
conduit for that virtual roundtable discussion. Tap into it today. 

Some popular sites to get you started:

VP Free is a Yahoo!® newsgroup forum that breaks down game 
setup and paytable information by region and by property. A 
player or ‘casino monitor’ is assigned to most of the properties 
on the list and posts specific information regarding changes to 

paytables, game mix or card 
rewards.

VideoPoker.com is a 
free non-wagering Web site 
dedicated to educating and 
entertaining players. It boasts 
170,000+ members and 
features an open dialogue 
forum, a robust offering 
of video poker tutorials, 
paytable and strategy 

information, and frequent player contests and tournaments. 

LasVegasAdvisor.com, an online version of the popular 
newsletter of the same name, features a Gambling Advisor 
page with links to Video Poker information and a player’s 
forum – straight from the 
heart of gaming country.

BobDancer.com is the 
private site of Bob Dancer, 
a renowned video poker 
expert and author. The site 
offers an extensive library 
of articles and information.

Not all ‘9/6’ 
paytables 
are alike
Entertain players and 
achieve returns
Shannon Bloom, Video Poker Product Specialist

The ‘9/6’ (9 credit minimum award for a full 
house/6 credit minimum award for a flush) is 
a popular paytable with video poker players, 
and it’s often misunderstood by operators. 
With a little consideration of the game play 
differences of each game family, there is a way 
to keep players excited about the paytable 
configuration and still achieve the return you 
need from your video poker machines. 

When players go in search of the desirable 
‘9/6’, they are usually referring specifically to a 
‘9/6’ paytable on either the Jacks or Better, or 
Double Double Bonus Poker® game families.  
However, it is also widely used as a slang term 
for any loose paytable. 

As a general rule, we recommend against 
optioning the ‘9/6’ paytable on any game 
family that has low volatility and an easy 
strategy, such as Jacks or Better, because 
players will often play true to the play strategy 
and leave nothing on the table. Instead, option 
the ‘9/6’ on any game family with higher 
volatility and more challenging game play 
strategy, such as Double Double Bonus Poker® 
or Triple Double Bonus Poker™. These games 
are already at a higher hold percentage for the 
house (usually in the range of 2-3% or more) so 
a looser ‘9/6’ paytable is an excellent way to 
give players more entertainment value without 
compromising returns.

Payback percentage of six popular 
game families configured with 
variations on the ‘9/6’ paytable

Game Family Paytable Percentage

Jacks or Better Poker 9/6 99.54%

Bonus Poker® Deluxe 9/6 99.64%

Double Bonus Poker® 9/6/4 96.38%

Double Bonus Poker® 9/6/5 97.81%

Double Double Bonus 
Poker®

9/6/4 98.98%

Triple Double Bonus 
Poker™

9/6 98.15%



Colusa 
(cont’d from page 5)

 Eager to grow a new video 
poker crowd with entertaining 
games and frequent payouts, 
they decided on ambitious 
configurations throughout the new 
areas.

• In the bar: Double Double 
Bonus Poker® with a 7-level 
progressive award on an ‘8/5’ 
paytable for quarters and 
‘9/5’ for dollars

• Game King® bank: offered in 
quarter, dollar and five dollar 
denominations with a payback 
as high as 99.67%

• Action Gaming themes: 

	 Ultimate X Poker™ – set 
to a 98.8% payback on 
average

     Spin Poker™ – set to 99.1%
     Triple Play Draw Poker® – 

at 99.85% with a Double 
Double Bonus Poker® 
‘10/6’ paytable 

    Super Times Pay® Poker – 
set to 99.1%

The newly revamped video 
poker areas have been live for 
only three months and win per unit 
(WPU) is already up an astounding 
33%. Pleased with the results, the 
team is looking for more ways to 
continue this positive trend, and 
is considering Super Star Poker™ 
for its bartops. Colusa is taking 
its floor to the next level in video 
poker play, creating an incredibly 
rewarding experience for its 
players.

Colusa also worked with 
VideoPokerForCasinos.com 
to implement the Add a Game 
program on its Web site. Now 
able to offer an authentic playable 
version of their Ultimate X Poker™ 
configuration to its customers, 
the Colusa team adds a valuable 
online dimension to help drive 
video poker traffic to their site 
and property. See page 4 for 
more details about the Add a 
Game program.

Supe up bar top revenues 
with this stellar package
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ID the brain box 
Nikol Abelman, Senior Video Poker Product Specialist

Being able to identify your AVP® hardware will save time, ensuring you will 
receive the correct parts the first time and keep your machines up and running 
on the floor. The information listed below provides the tips you need to quickly 
and effectively communicate with our parts department – which is particularly 
relevant when ordering AVP®conversions.

 
Note: Some 2.5, most 3.0 processors, and all future builds, will have the model 
number displayed prominently on the part number label.

AVP®  2.5 Electronics Package

Distinguishing visual characteristics:

• No CD drive 

• Has small 3” X 4” logic door 

AVPSB014-30C-05 or its replacement for 
non-server-based, daily fee configurations. 

AVPSB014-10C-05 or its replacement for   
non-server-based, non-proprietary 
configurations.

AVP® 3.0 Electronics Package

Distinguishing visual characteristics: 

• No CD drive

• Exclusive write enable switch located 
behind the security door 

• Has small 3” X 4” logic door 

AVPSB014-30E-05 or its replacement for 
non-server based, daily fee configurations.

AVPSB014-10E-06 or its replacement for non-server-based, non-
proprietary configurations.

AVP® 2.0 Electronics Package

Distinguishing visual characteristics:

• Only processor with CD drive

• Has large 9” X 5” logic door

AVPSB014-30A-05 or its replacement for non-server-based, 
daily fee, video configurations 

AVPSB014-10A-05 or its replacement for non-server-based, 
non-proprietary, video configurations.




